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USPS FOIA Requests Received 
Between 07/01/2020 and 07/31/2020 

 
 
 

Request ID Received 
Date 

Closed  
Date Request Description Final Disposition 

2020-FPRO-01329  07/30/2020 07/30/2020 Third party request for personnel 
records  

Other Reasons - Improper FOIA 
request for Other Reason 

2020-FPRO-01387  07/01/2020 - 
All communication between the USPS 
and a named individual regarding 
particular terms.  

- 

2020-FPRO-01085  07/02/2020 07/02/2020 Any and all records relating to COVID 
19.  

Other Reasons - Records not 
reasonably described 

2020-FPRO-01229  07/22/2020 07/22/2020 Request for a named individual driver 
log book and daily clock rings.  Denied in Full 

2020-FPRO-01193  07/01/2020 07/01/2020 
Copies of all procurement and the 
purchase of postal delivery trucks on 
specific date  

Other Reasons - Records not 
reasonably described 

2020-FPRO-01353  07/15/2020 07/23/2020 Third party request for various 
personnel records.  

Other Reasons - Improper FOIA 
request for Other Reason 

2020-FPRO-01517  07/22/2020 07/23/2020 
Request for information about theft 
of mail-in ballots in specific area for a 
certain timeframe.  

Other Reasons - Records referred 
to another component or agency 

2020-FPRO-01518  07/22/2020 - 
Copy of the Postal Operations and 
Records related to policy for delayed, 
lost or undeliverable mail.  

- 

2020-FPRO-01532  07/27/2020 08/03/2020 Copies of the domestic mail manual 
and the international mail manual.  Other Reasons - No record 

2020-FPFD-00213  07/27/2020 - 
Request information about USPS 
implementing delivery notification of 
general mail being delivered  

- 

2020-FPRO-01534  07/29/2020 - Records that relate to a specific mail 
piece/package.  - 

2020-FPRO-01536  07/30/2020 08/03/2020 Third-party Change of Address for 
Specific Postal Customer  Denied in Full 

2020-FPRO-01537  07/30/2020 - 
Records of mail delivery complaints 
for parcels and flats by zip codes 
during certain timeframe.  

- 

2020-FPRO-01538  07/30/2020 08/04/2020 Third-Party Request for accident 
records  

Other Reasons - Records referred 
to another component or agency 

2020-FPRO-01539  07/30/2020 - 
All records relating to a specific 
business and results of the awarded 
decisions.  

- 

2020-FPRO-01540  07/30/2020 - Third-Party Request for Accident 
Records  - 

2020-FPRO-01541  07/30/2020 08/04/2020 Request for COA in Specific State  Granted in Full 

2020-FPRO-01542  07/30/2020 08/04/2020 Request for COA requests in specific 
area  Granted in Full 

2020-FPRO-00892  07/17/2020 07/17/2020 
Request for records related to 
misconduct of USPS employees at 
the Post Offices in Maryland.  

Other Reasons - Records not 
reasonably described 

2020-FPRO-01059  07/01/2020 07/24/2020 Third party request for a variety of 
personnel and retirement records.  Granted/Denied in Part 

2020-FPRO-01543  07/30/2020 08/04/2020 Request for COA in specific city  Granted in Full 

2020-FPRO-01544  07/30/2020 - 
Contracts related the mentioned 
business from January 2019 to time 
of the search.  

- 
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2020-FPRO-01545  07/31/2020 - Request for Documents on Particular 
USPS Facility  - 

2020-FPRO-01546  07/31/2020 - Request for Contract Delivery 
Carriers in Specific Area  - 

2020-FPRO-01547  07/30/2020 - Request for Information on Former 
Postmasters  - 

2020-FPRO-01548  07/30/2020 - Request for USPS Vacancy Records  - 

2020-FPRO-01549  07/30/2020 - Third-Party request for USPS 
employee documents  - 

2020-FPRO-01553  07/31/2020 - 
All calendar entries for Postmaster 
General and any calendars 
maintained for a certain timeframe.  

- 

2020-FPRO-01554  07/31/2020 08/06/2020 
All correspondence between the 
USPS and a named individual 
regarding particular terms.  

Other Reasons - No record 

2020-FPRO-01555  07/31/2020 - 
All email records that a named 
individual sent during a certain 
timeframe for particular terms.  

- 

2020-FPRO-01560  07/31/2020 - 
All email communications and 
attachments sent by the Postmaster 
General.  

- 

2020-FPRO-01561  07/31/2020 - 
All correspondence between the 
USPS and named individuals 
regarding particular terms.  

- 

2020-FPRO-01562  07/31/2020 - 
All expense reports filed by 
Postmaster General since June 15, 
2020 to the time of the search.  

- 

2020-FPFD-00215  07/31/2020 - Request for video of post office 
footage for specified address  - 

2020-FPRO-01550  07/31/2020 08/05/2020 
Copies of any existing data reports 
related to change of address or mail 
hold order.  

Granted in Full - No record 

2020-FPRO-01551  07/31/2020 - 
All email records that a named 
individual sent during a certain 
timeframe regarding particular terms  

- 

2020-FPRO-01552  07/31/2020 - 
All decisions, memoranda and 
directives approved or signed by the 
Postmaster General.  

- 

2020-FPRO-01118  07/02/2020 07/02/2020 Third party request for history of 
specific vehicle  

Other Reasons - Records not 
reasonably described 

2020-FPRO-01126  07/02/2020 07/02/2020 
All emails between USPS employees 
related to particular terms for certain 
timeframe.  

Other Reasons - Records not 
reasonably described 

2020-FPRO-01255  07/01/2020 07/31/2020 
Request to review USPS bids packets 
for 2018, 2019, regarding a mail 
facility in Denver, CO.  

Other Reasons - No record 

2020-FPFD-00177  07/02/2020 07/02/2020 

Request notes in employee's 
personnel file regarding 
reassignment & emails between HR & 
POOM  

Granted/Denied in Part 

2020-FPRO-01260  07/20/2020 07/20/2020 
Request for all USPS rules of 
procedures and requirements, formal 
and informal forms available.  

Other Reasons - Records not 
reasonably described 

2020-FPRO-01149  07/02/2020 07/02/2020 
Records for stopped delivery of mail 
for specific street in specify city and 
state.  

Other Reasons - Records not 
reasonably described 

2020-FPRO-01469  07/09/2020 08/03/2020 Records that relate to a specific mail 
piece/package.  Other Reasons - No record 

2020-FPRO-01470  07/10/2020 07/20/2020 
Records related to a specific contract 
for mail carrier/delivery services in 
the last 18 months.  

Other Reasons - No record 
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2020-FPRO-01471  07/13/2020 - Records for all training materials for 
new letter carrier hires.  - 

2020-FPRO-01475  07/13/2020 - 
List for names and mailing addresses 
for all USPS Carrier delivery units in 
Specific States  

- 

2020-FPRO-01479  07/13/2020 07/15/2020 
All correspondence between the 
USPS and named individuals 
regarding particular terms.  

Other Reasons - Records referred 
to another component or agency 

2020-FPRO-01480  07/13/2020 07/15/2020 
All correspondence between the 
USPS and named individuals 
regarding particular terms.  

Other Reasons - Duplicate 
Request 

2020-FPRO-01426  07/01/2020 07/02/2020 
Records of US mail correspondence 
exchanged between the named 
addresses.  

Other Reasons - No record 

2020-FPRO-01486  07/13/2020 - Records relating to a specific contract 
for the year 1996 to 1997.  - 

2020-FPRO-01487  07/13/2020 07/22/2020 
Records for old and new zip codes 
who requested a change of address 
in Specific State  

Granted in Full 

2020-FPRO-01476  07/13/2020 07/13/2020 Third party request for address 
change information.  Denied in Full 

2020-FPRO-01477  07/13/2020 07/17/2020 Request for Change of Address 
Orders to Rhode Island  Granted in Full 

2020-FPRO-01478  07/13/2020 07/14/2020 Records that relate to a specific mail 
piece/package.  

Other Reasons - Records referred 
to another component or agency 

2020-FPRO-01488  07/14/2020 - 
All documents, reports and photos 
related to a specific incident for 
certain dates.  

- 

2020-FPRO-01489  07/16/2020 07/16/2020 
Request for a video surveillance 
footage at a Post Office in North 
Carolina.  

Other Reasons - No record 

2020-FPRO-01519  07/22/2020 08/04/2020 Postal Inspection Service Records  Granted/Denied in Part 

2020-FPRO-01520  07/22/2020 - 

Any final assessment records 
regarding the impact of the 
coronavirus outbreak and the CARES 
Act.  

- 

2020-FPRO-01524  07/23/2020 - Third party request for all agency 
records for named individual.  - 

2020-FPRO-01525  07/23/2020 - 
Records held by USPS Northern 
district of Ohio regarding postal 
delivery records of Arlington, OH.  

- 

2020-FPRO-01526  07/24/2020 07/28/2020 
Request for records for a named 
individual for a report on a specific 
investigation.  

Other Reasons - Not an agency 
record 

2020-FPRO-01527  07/24/2020 07/24/2020 Third party request for address 
change information.  Denied in Full 

2020-FPRO-01521  07/22/2020 - Records for irregularities for mail-in 
ballots and USPS response  - 

2020-FPRO-01522  07/23/2020 08/04/2020 
Request for all documents in the 
National Association of letter 
Carriers.  

Granted in Full 

2020-FPRO-01523  07/23/2020 07/28/2020 
Records on mail forwarding 
information from Detroit addresses 
since January 2020 to present.  

Granted in Full 

2020-FPRO-01528  07/24/2020 07/24/2020 Third party request for mail address 
forwarding.  Denied in Full 

2020-FPRO-01529  07/24/2020 07/24/2020 Third party request for address 
change information.  Denied in Full 

2020-FPRO-01530  07/24/2020 - Records related to specific FOIA 
requests and FOIA logs.  - 
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2020-FPRO-01531  07/24/2020 08/06/2020 
Records of the evaluation and result 
decision that the mentioned address 
driveway was deemed unsafe  

Granted in Full 

2020-FPRO-01417  07/01/2020 07/07/2020 
All correspondence that named 
individuals sent/received regarding 
particular terms.  

Other Reasons - No record 

2020-FPFD-00149  07/01/2020 - 
Records related to submission of 
Sales Manager position to include 
notes, emails, applications, etc.  

- 

2020-FPRO-01423  07/01/2020 - 
Records related to USPS internal 
postal regulations on what types of 
postage must be postmarked.  

- 

2020-FPRO-01424  07/01/2020 - 
Copies of public records that includes 
all data breach notifications received 
by USPS.  

- 

2020-FPRO-01425  07/01/2020 07/20/2020 Request for Personal Documents  Granted in Full 

2020-FPRO-01428  07/07/2020 07/09/2020 
Request for zip codes and counties 
that have filed permanent address 
change information.  

Granted in Full 

2020-FPRO-01429  07/01/2020 07/01/2020 Third party for address change 
information.  Denied in Full 

2020-FPRO-01556  07/31/2020 - Records related to a specific incident 
on a certain date.  - 

2020-FPRO-01557  07/31/2020 - Third party request for a various of 
personnel records.  - 

2020-FPRO-01558  07/31/2020 - 
Security footage of the parking lot at 
the mentioned Post Office on July 5, 
2020.  

- 

2020-FPRO-01559  07/31/2020 08/05/2020 Request for all emails from the 
Postmaster General.  Other Reasons - No record 

2020-FPRO-01533  07/27/2020 07/27/2020 Third party request for address 
change information.  Denied in Full 

2020-FPFD-00212  07/27/2020 - 
Request for accident records, 
reports, photos, regarding accident 
that took place at USPS Facility  

- 

2020-FPFD-00216  07/31/2020 - 
Request for proof of delivery for 
package associated with specified 
tracking number  

- 

2020-FPFD-00218  07/31/2020 - 
Request for information regarding 
stoppage of delivery of mail on the 
700 block of 54th Street in CA  

- 

2020-FPRO-01438  07/06/2020 07/07/2020 Third party request for address 
change information.  Denied in Full 

2020-FPRO-01439  07/06/2020 07/09/2020 Records for data of change of 
address  Granted in Full 

2020-FPFD-00196  07/29/2020 07/29/2020 
Third party request for all Complaints 
related to dangerous or aggressive 
animals  

Other Reasons - Improper FOIA 
request for Other Reason 

2020-FPRO-01443  07/06/2020 07/06/2020 Third party request for address 
information verification.  Denied in Full 

2020-FPRO-01444  07/06/2020 08/03/2020 All jobs postings internal or external 
for a certain timeframe.  Granted in Full 

2020-FPRO-01445  07/06/2020 07/06/2020 Third-party request for records 
relating to a specific PO Box number.  Denied in Full 

2020-FPRO-01430  07/01/2020 07/07/2020 
Records for data performance sites 
pertaining to political election mail 
for 2020.  

Other Reasons - Duplicate 
Request 

2020-FPRO-01431  07/02/2020 - Records concerning my compliant 
submitted to the USPS.  - 

2020-FPRO-01449  07/07/2020 07/07/2020 Third party request for address 
change information.  Denied in Full 
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2020-FPRO-01450  07/07/2020 07/15/2020 Third party request for a USPS mail 
carrier name.  Granted/Denied in Part 

2020-FPRO-01451  07/07/2020 07/07/2020 Request for NCOA data related to 
counts of moves from each zip code.  

Other Reasons - Duplicate 
Request 

2020-FPRO-01452  07/07/2020 08/03/2020 Office of the Inspector General 
records  Denied in Full 

2020-FPRO-01435  07/06/2020 - Third party request for a variety of 
USPS employees personnel records.  - 

2020-FPRO-01436  07/08/2020 07/21/2020 
Third party request for personnel 
information regarding USPS 
employees.  

Other Reasons - Records not 
reasonably described 

2020-FPRO-01437  07/06/2020 07/29/2020 Records that relate to a specific mail 
piece/package.  Granted in Full 

2020-FPRO-01563  07/31/2020 - 
All correspondence between the 
USPS and named individuals 
regarding particular terms.  

- 

2020-FPRO-01564  07/31/2020 08/05/2020 
All correspondence between the 
USPS and named individuals 
regarding particular terms.  

Other Reasons - No record 

2020-FPRO-01502  07/17/2020 07/17/2020 Third party request for address 
change information.  Denied in Full 

2020-FPRO-01503  07/17/2020 - 
Request the recent statement of 
ownership, Mgmt. and Circulation 
form of the mentioned publishing.  

- 

2020-FPRO-01504  07/17/2020 - Records that relate to a specific mail 
piece/package.  - 

2020-FPRO-01505  07/20/2020 - Office of Inspector General Records  - 

2020-FPRO-01506  07/20/2020 07/22/2020 
Request for documents and video 
surveillance footage for the Post 
Office in Georgia.  

Other Reasons - Records referred 
to another component or agency 

2020-FPRO-01509  07/20/2020 - 
Third party request for USPS 
employee related to specific incident 
in Louisiana on a certain date.  

- 

2020-FPRO-01494  07/15/2020 - All records relating to a specific 
contract  - 

2020-FPRO-01510  07/20/2020 - Records that relate to a specific 
Certified Mail item.  - 

2020-FPRO-01511  07/20/2020 - 
Third party request for records 
related to a specific incident in GA on 
a certain date.  

- 

2020-FPFD-00210  07/20/2020 - Request for proof of receiving mail at 
a specific PO box.  - 

2020-FPRO-01512  07/21/2020 07/23/2020 
Request for a copy of data 
information regarding specific FOIA 
requests.  

Other Reasons - Records referred 
to another component or agency 

2020-FPRO-01513  07/21/2020 - 
Copies of the certified payroll reports 
work performed by the named 
business at a Post Office in MN.  

- 

2020-FPRO-01514  07/21/2020 07/22/2020 Listing of USPS employees.  Other Reasons - Fee-related 
reason 

2020-FPRO-01515  07/21/2020 07/21/2020 Third-party request for records 
relating to a specific PO Box number.  Denied in Full 

2020-FPRO-01516  07/21/2020 - 
Request for all information related to 
a USPS money order that was 
purchased on a certain date.  

- 

2020-FPRO-01446  07/06/2020 07/08/2020 
Request for a video related to a 
specific incident at a Post Office on a 
certain date.  

Other Reasons - Records referred 
to another component or agency 

2020-FPRO-01447  07/06/2020 07/06/2020 Third party request for records 
relating to a specific PO Box number.  Denied in Full 
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2020-FPRO-01448  07/06/2020 07/09/2020 
All temporary change of address 
requests in, South Carolina for 
certain timeframe.  

Granted in Full 

2020-FPFD-00200  07/06/2020 07/24/2020 Third party request for PO Box holder 
information  Denied in Full 

2020-FPRO-01456  07/07/2020 - 
Records relating to vehicle 
investigation reports for Postal 
vehicles   

- 

2020-FPFD-00201  07/07/2020 - Third party request for employment 
records  - 

2020-FPRO-01457  07/08/2020 - 
Records for USPS operating policies 
and best practices in the Richmond 
District.  

- 

2020-FPRO-01458  07/08/2020 - 
Copies of each internal study 
regarding the costs of USPS delivery 
trucks fires since January 2018.  

- 

2020-FPFD-00199  07/06/2020 07/31/2020 Request for information regarding 
Blue USPS Office Collection Box  

Granted/Denied in Part - No 
record 

2020-FPRO-01441  07/06/2020 - Records related to a specific incident 
in Florida on a certain date.  - 

2020-FPRO-01442  07/06/2020 - Records that relate to a specific 
Registered Mail item.  - 

2020-FPRO-01463  07/08/2020 07/17/2020 Total number for address change 
requests from Specific Area  Granted in Full 

2020-FPRO-01453  07/07/2020 - All employee performance reports for 
the Post Office in California for 2019.  - 

2020-FPRO-01454  07/07/2020 08/06/2020 Records related to a specific incident 
in Certain Area on a certain date.  Granted in Full 

2020-FPRO-01455  07/07/2020 07/07/2020 Third party request for address 
change information.  Denied in Full 

2020-FPRO-01481  07/13/2020 - 
Email records that named individuals 
sent/received regarding particular 
terms.  

- 

2020-FPRO-01482  07/13/2020 07/14/2020 All the addresses of the U.S. Post 
Offices located in New York.  Granted in Full 

2020-FPRO-01483  07/13/2020 08/03/2020 
All Post Offices in Massachusetts, 
ranked from the highest to lowest 
transactions performed.  

Denied in Full 

2020-FPRO-01464  07/09/2020 07/20/2020 
Records for contracts between USPS 
and the named contract from 
January 2020 to present.  

Granted/Denied in Part 

2020-FPRO-01465  07/09/2020 07/22/2020 
Records for contacts between USPS 
and a specific contract from January 
2013 to present.  

Granted/Denied in Part 

2020-FPRO-01466  07/09/2020 07/13/2020 
Records related to investigation 
materials for injuries as a result to 
LLV fires.  

Granted/Denied in Part 

2020-FPRO-01473  07/10/2020 07/13/2020 Records that relate to a specific mail 
piece/package.  

Other Reasons - Records referred 
to another component or agency 

2020-FPRO-01474  07/10/2020 - 
Request for all USPS employees’ 
salaries, awards, plan grades for the 
year 2020.  

- 

2020-FPRO-01490  07/14/2020 07/15/2020 Records that relate to a specific 
Priority Mail or Certified Mail items.  

Other Reasons - Improper FOIA 
request for Other Reason 

2020-FPRO-01491  07/14/2020 07/27/2020 Request for data of change of 
address request  Granted in Full 

2020-FPRO-01492  07/14/2020 - 
Request for the number of USPS 
employees for the Louisville area 
related to particular terms.  

- 

2020-FPRO-01495  07/15/2020 - Records for information regarding 
delivery claim by a specific business.  - 
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2020-FPRO-01496  07/15/2020 - 
A list of employees contact 
information who delivered mail to 
mentioned address on a certain date.  

- 

2020-FPRO-01499  07/16/2020 07/23/2020 
Total number of change of address 
for the mentioned states from July 
2018 to July 2020.  

Granted in Full 

2020-FPFD-00207  07/16/2020 - 
Request for records and information 
relating to US Postage Permit 
Number 1785.  

- 

2020-FPFD-00208  07/16/2020 - Request for records certified green 
card related to a parcel delivery  - 

2020-FPRO-01500  07/17/2020 - Third party request for a personnel 
file.  - 

2020-FPRO-01501  07/17/2020 - 
Records pertaining to a specific 
vacancy announcement and the 
hiring process.  

- 

2020-FPRO-01497  07/16/2020 07/16/2020 Third party request for address 
information.  Denied in Full 

2020-FPRO-01498  07/16/2020 07/22/2020 Request for information on change of 
address.  Granted in Full 

2020-FPFD-00203  07/07/2020 07/09/2020 Request for copies of the outside of 
envelopes of mail sent by requester  

Other Reasons - Improper FOIA 
request for Other Reason 

2020-FPFD-00204  07/07/2020 07/29/2020 Third party request for address 
history  Other Reasons - No record 

2020-FPRO-01467  07/09/2020 07/09/2020 Third party request for address 
change information.  Denied in Full 

2020-FPRO-01468  07/09/2020 - Third party request for all personnel 
records  - 

2020-FPRO-01421  07/01/2020 07/16/2020 Log of FOIA requests received in 
February to June, 2020.  Granted in Full 

2020-FPRO-01422  07/01/2020 07/09/2020 Copy of the Postal Operations 
Manuals.  Granted in Full 

2020-FPFD-00205  07/09/2020 07/24/2020 Request for post office box 
information  Denied in Full 

2020-FPFD-00206  07/10/2020 07/15/2020 Third party request for post office 
box information  

Other Reasons - Records referred 
to another component or agency 

2020-FPRO-01472  07/10/2020 08/05/2020 Records related to a specific incident 
in Virginia on a certain date.  Granted in Full 

2020-FPRO-01459  07/08/2020 07/22/2020 
Records related to current postal job 
title, postal mailing address and 
contact information.  

Granted in Full 

2020-FPRO-01460  07/08/2020 07/21/2020 
All bids submitted to the Postal 
Service related to a specific contract 
number.  

Other Reasons - No record 

2020-FPRO-01461  07/08/2020 08/03/2020 Records that relate to a specific mail 
piece/package.  Granted in Full 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


